A new modeless floating-point arithmetic called the precision arithmetic is developed to track, limit, and reject the accumulation of calculation errors during floating point calculations, by reinterpreting the polymorphic representation of the conventional floating point arithmetic. The validity of this strategy is demonstrated by tracking the calculation errors and by rejecting the meaningless results of a few representative algorithms in various conditions. Using this type, each algorithm seems to have a constant error ratio and a constant degradation ratio regardless of input data, and the error in significand seems to propagate very slowly according to a constant exponential distribution specific to the algorithm.
Introduction
Except simplest counting, scientific and engineering measurement never gives completely precise and accurate results [1] [2] . The accuracies of measured values range from order-ofmagnitude estimation of astronomical measurements, to 10 −2 ~ 10 −4 of common measurements, to 10 −10 of state-of-art measurements of basic physics constants [3] .
When calculations are performed using measured value as input data, the output accuracy should generally not exceed the input accuracy of the data, and care must be taken to avoid gross degradation of both precision and accuracy during calculation. Among the four basic arithmetic operations, which generally amplifies errors, only addition can increase the accuracy in special situations such as averaging [1] [2] . Nonlinear operations generally amplify errors in an even more dramatic fashion [4] . Thus, it is not uncommon for an improperly designed calculation to result in numerical instability [5] [6] [7] , and it is very important to track both precision and A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 1/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM accuracy during calculation for evaluating results. Significance arithmetic [8] is developed to track the calculation error rationally.
However, the conventional floating point arithmetic [9] [10] [11] assumes highest accuracy for each value all the time, thus can be used to track neither precision nor accuracy. In common practice, reasoning on individual theoretical base is used to estimate the error and validity of calculation results, such from the transfer functions of the algorithms used in the calculation [5] [6] [7] . In most cases, the numerical degeneration of both precision and accuracy during calculation due to digitalization effects of conventional floating point arithmetic is not addressed seriously at all, except interval arithmetic [12] [13] [14] and affine arithmetic [15] [16]. It is known that the interval arithmetic over-estimates error greatly, while the affine arithmetic depends on detailed modeling of the error. The significance arithmetic has not yet been implemented digitally.
In this paper, a new floating point arithmetic called the precision arithmetic [17] is developed to track and limit calculation errors during floating point calculations, as described in Section 2.
The validity and advantages of this error tracking scheme is demonstrated by cases of:
• Simple arithmetic operations in Section 3;
• Fast Fourier Transformation in Section 4;
• A nonlinear recurrence algorithm that contains random process in Section 5;
• An integration and a derivation algorithms in Section 6.
And some discussion is provided in Section 7.
The Precision Arithmetic

A Review on Error Tracking Strategies
The conventional floating point arithmetic has no error tracking strategy [9] [10] [11] .
Although mathematically strict, the interval arithmetic [12] [13] is known to overestimate error range [14] [15] [16], e.g., it defines the error propagation for addition and subtraction as:
The actual error propagation for addition and subtraction of a variable by itself is [15] The statistical error propagation of addition or subtraction two mutually independent variables is [1] :
So (2.1) is overestimation for both (2. 3) and (2.4) . The vast overestimation of (2. 3) prompts the developments of affine arithmetic [15] [16], which traces error sources using a first-order model. Because of its expense in execution, and dependence on approximate modeling for operations even as basic as multiplication and division, affine arithmetic has not been widely used.
Is the strictness of interval arithmetic necessary in most cases? In real world, there is almost nothing absolute. In this paper, error ratio of a value is defined as the possibility of the true value to be outside the specified range. The error ratio of an algorithm is the increase of the error ratio between its input and output. Thus, the conventional floating point arithmetic [9] [10] [11] has representation-specific and very high accuracy, but very large and algorithm-specific error ratio, so its accuracy is not all true; while the interval arithmetic [12] [13] has universal zero error ratio, but very small and algorithm-specific true accuracy. Most experimental input data ranges are obtained statistically in term of "average ± deviation" [1] [2] and they do not have zero error ratio, e.g., for Gaussian distribution, their error ratio is always more than 0.174, the value when the sampling count is large enough to satisfy limit theorems [1] . So arithmetic with error-tracking capability that contributes an additional small amount to the error ratio should be justified in normal uses. Or in another word, there should be a compromise between higher accuracy and lower error ratio in floating point calculations, as the classical compromise between higher gain and lower error for an amplifier with negative feedback [18] . This paper will show that small compromise on error ratio will improve the true accuracy noticeably, or there seems to be reasonable middle grounds between conventional floating point algorithm and interval arithmetic.
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The Precision Error Tracking Strategy
The non-zero error ratio calls for statistics approaches. The first step is to view (2.2) and (2.3) as for full correlation cases, and to use (2.4) instead of (2.1) in determining the error range for addition and subtraction when the two operands are not fully correlated. It represents a statistical underestimation of addition error, and a statistical overestimation of the subtraction error. Because subtraction is much more effective in wronging accuracy than addition [5] [6] [7] , this approach seems to be justified, or at least more reasonable than a heuristic approach that reduces the error interval randomly [14] .
The second step is to limit the error range to the least significant bit of significand, to avoid extra calculation inside the error range, which is the range of uncertainty [1][2] . Section 3 will
show that with its error tracking ability, the precision arithmetic to be discussed here is superior to the conventional floating point arithmetic in basic arithmetic operations, even on completely accurate operands. Section 4 and Section 5 will show that this arithmetic is independent of input precision of the algorithms in both linear and nonlinear algorithms, so it is not limited to tracking small errors.
The third step is to use a much simpler deterministic process instead of (2.4) for calculating error range. It not only reduces calculation expense and improves calculation reproducibility, but also seems to process error tracking mechanism more than (2.4), as described later in Section 4.
In this arithmetic, the conventional floating point reinterpretation and calculation rules [9] [10]
[11] are modified to try to limit the calculation error at the least significant bit of significand. Let the content of a floating point number be denoted as "sign significand@exponent", in which the "exponent" is the exponent of 2 of the floating point number. This strategy views the least significant bit of the "significand" as imprecise and somewhat random, so that the representation precision at any moment for a value is "1@exponent". It interprets 1@0 and 2@-1 differently as 1±1 and 1±0.5 respectively, instead of interpreting both of them as precise 1 as in the polymorphic representation of conventional floating point arithmetic [9] [10] [11] . The significance arithmetic [8] and arithmetic rules for random variables [1] are combined as two operation rules of the precision arithmetic. An arithmetic operation on two distinct operands generates two intermediate exponents for the result. If they are different, the precision round-off rule is applied.
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In this arithmetic, every combination of "sign significand@exponent" represents a valid and unique value except negative zeros, which are reinterpreted as error codes, each of which is generated due to illegal arithmetic operation such as dividing by zero. An operand error code is directly transferred to the operation result. In this way, illegal operations can be traced back to the source.
Each precision value can be initialized with a value and a precision. In reality, experimental data are usually collected with a constant precision, such as the data collected by a 16-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter [18] , rather than with a constant accuracy as suggested by the conventional floating point arithmetic [9] [10] [11] . The precision arithmetic thus represents the real world better.
Another benefit of the precision arithmetic is that it only calculates bits that lead to the final results, and needs no normalization afterward. In this paper, the precision arithmetic is implemented using only unsigned integer arithmetic with no guardian bits [9] [10] [11] , thus representing significant saving in execution expenses and hardware resources [9] . In the future, the precise arithmetic can be implemented in hardware using high speed parallel comparators and adders [19] .
Precision Round off Rule
When a precision value needs to be rounded off to a value of larger exponent, the immediate bit below the targeted least significant bit of significand is called the half bit. If it is 0, it is simply discarded during round-off, such as rounding off 896@-7 to 448@-6. If it is 1, except always rounding off "1@exponent" to "0@(exponent+1)", there are actually three different ways to round it off, as indicated by the first character of the policy marker:
• "C": Always carry it over, so that 897@-7 becomes 449@-6.
• "T": Always discard it, so that 897@-7 becomes 448@-6.
• "X": Randomly carry it over or discard it with a 1/2 probability of each choice. 
Addition and Subtraction
When two values of different exponents are added or subtracted, the operand with smaller exponent is first rounded off to that of the other operand before the two significands are added or subtracted. So the result of adding zero to or subtracting zero from a value may be different from the original value:
898@-7 ± 0@-6 = 449@-6 7.016±0.008 ± 0±0.016 = 7.016±0.016
When two operands of same exponents are added or subtracted, there are choices of precision fine tune rules, as indicated by the second and third characters of the policy marker:
• "10": Whenever the least significant bits of the two operands generates a carry for the operation, as shown in the following examples of subtraction:
898@-7 -897@-7 = 0@-6 7.016±0.008 -7.008±0.008 = 0.000±0.016 899@-7 -897@-7 = 2@-7 7.023±0.008 -7.008±0.008 = 0.016±0.008
• "11": Whenever the two least significant bits are both 1, as shown in the following examples of subtraction:
898@-7 -897@-7 = 1@-7 7.016±0.008 -7.008±0.008 = 0.008±0.008
899@-7 -897@-7 = 1@-6 7.023±0.008 -7.008±0.008 = 0.016±0.016
• "01": Whenever the least significant bit of the second operand is 1. fold vs. √2 fold on average, "01" policy increases the result precision to 3/2 fold on average by combining "10" and "11" policies. Section 4 will find the best one among these rules.
One interesting property of addition and subtraction in precision arithmetic is that the result accuracy of adding two similar values has more than 1/2 probability to increase by 1 bit, while the result accuracy of subtracting such two values always decreases. This property agrees with both significant arithmetic [8] and statistics [1] . In fact, it is well known that in an algorithm design using conventional floating arithmetic, addition of values of similar precisions should be promoted, while subtraction of values of similar magnitudes should be avoided. The precision arithmetic just takes care of precision during calculation directly, automatically and universally. Generally, using precision arithmetic, the error accumulation during calculation gradually makes significands smaller, thus reduces the accuracy.
Square and Square Root
The accuracy of square decreases by one digit, according to the following equation [1] :
The accuracy of square root increases by one digit, according to the following equation [1] :
The square is implemented as part of the multiplication, while the square root can be implemented using Wolfram's Iteration [21] .
Multiplication
Generally, the error propagation of multiplication is the following [1] :
The result exponent of multiplication is first calculated, which is then used to guide the multiplication process of the two operands. For an example, to calculate 0@-6 * 897@-7, the A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 7/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM exponent is calculated as 897@-13, or 1@-3; then the product 0@-13 is round off as 0@-3, and the result is shown in the following:
0@-6 * 897@-7 = 0@-3 0+/-0.016 * 7.008+/-0.008 = 0+/-0.13
Because the result exponent can be calculated first, the operand bits that will not contribute to the result can be ignored during the calculation. Thus, repeated addition can be more efficient than multiplication when combining two operand significands for multiplication.
The precision fine tune rule of addition also applies to multiplication.
Division
Dividing a variable by itself results in the most precise 1. Generally, the error propagation of division is the following [1] :
Like multiplication, the result exponent of division is first calculated, which is then used to guide the division process. Some example of division is the following: 
±0.002
The precision fine tune rule of subtraction also applies to division.
Implementation
A precision type is implemented as a CPrecision type in C++ [17] , in which two operands are considered identical only if they have the same address. The results of this paper are obtained using MS Visual C++ 6.0 on PC, and confirmed using GNU C++ on SOLARIS.
Ideally, the sizes of both exponent and significand of the precision type can be adjusted dynamically, such as using content movable memory [19] , so that the precisions and ranges of the values are guaranteed. In reality, CPrecise uses the binary representation of double type in C The bit limitation of significand of a CPrecise variable brings a limit to accuracy and precision, so that when a value doubles, the precision of most precise representation also doubles:
A CPrecise variable can be initialized with a value and a precision, such as:
The precision is round up to the closest representation. In the above example, 1024@-10 is used instead of 512@-9, and the true precision is slightly smaller than the input precision.
Advantage of Precision Arithmetic in Basic Arithmetic Operations
It is known that subtracting results of large multiplication is prone to generate error in conventional floating point arithmetic [5] [9] [13] . For an example, the following calculation [13] is carried out accurately in integer format as:
(64919121 x 205117922 -159018721 x 83739041) (3.1)
The multiplication results exceed the accuracy of the 64-bit IEEE floating point representation In conventional floating point arithmetic, which always normalizes any value to highest possible accuracy [9] [10] [11] , such round-off happens for most addition and multiplication, and such amplification of round-off error happens for most subtraction and division. The accumulation of round-off errors is an intrinsic problem of calculation in conventional floating point arithmetic.
Using CPrecise type, round-off results in an increase of error range, which gives a statistical immunity for wrong result:
If CPrecise also has 53-bit significance as the IEEE 64-bit floating point type, the result is:
As a comparison, with the benefit of the one additional bit resolution for significand, the result of (3.6) using interval arithmetic [13] is:
In this case, the precision arithmetic is superior to both the conventional floating point arithmetic and the interval arithmetic by providing a correct answer with a tightest error range allowed by the representation significance. Unlike either interval arithmetic [12] [13] or affine arithmetic [15] , which takes into account the actual values together with their error intervals, precision arithmetic only cares about (1) the exponent values in applying the precision round-off rule; or (2) the significand LSBs in applying the precision fine tune rule, thus it depends less on the modeling of error in error-tracking. The corresponding reverse transformation is [5] :
Validate the Precision Arithmetic Using FFT
Frequency Response of Discrete Fourier Transformation
The H[n] of a pure sine signal h[k] = sin(2π f k/N) is calculated as:
When f is an integer F, H[n]=iδ n,F N/2. Otherwise:
Let F be the closest integer F to f, and Δf ≡ f -F: 
The discrete Fourier transformation H[n] of a signal h[k] is the special case of continuous Fourier transformation H(s) of signal h(t), in which H
From the above equations, when the frequency of the original signal falls between two frequency indexes of the transformation, the peak is lower and wider, depending on the fractional frequency. Thus, a discrete Fourier transformation is only faithful for signal components with exactly one of the index frequency of the transform, and it suppresses and widens unfaithful signal components, each of which has different phase than its closest faithful representation, with the phase of a sine wave toward that of a cosine wave, and vise visa. Examples of unfaithful representation of fractional frequency by discrete Fourier transformation are shown in Figure 1 .
The calculation is done on 1024 samples using FFT on a series of perfect sine signals having amplitude of 1 and slightly different frequencies as shown in legends. In the drawing, x axis shows the frequency, y axis shows either intensity or phase (inlet). A faithful representation at 256 is also included for comparison, whose phase is 90 o at 256, and undetermined at other frequencies.
Due to its width, an unfaithful representation may interact with other frequency components of the discrete Fourier spectrum, thus sabotages the whole idea of using Fourier transformation to Unfaithful representation arises from implied assumption of discrete Fourier transformation.
The continuous Fourier transformation has infinitive signal range, so that:
As an analog, the discrete Fourier transformation G 
FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation)
When N = 2 L , in which L is a positive integer called the order of the transformation in this paper, the Danielson-Lanczos lemma [5] can be applied in Fourier transformation: FFT is a linear process. By repeating phased local averaging, FFT algorithm is very much immune to input noise, representing a best case in avoiding error accumulation. Still, this paper will show that error accumulation during FFT calculation is quite appreciable.
In this paper, the calculation error is the difference between numerical and analytic results of a perfect sine signal of faithful frequencies of the Fourier transformations to be applied. Forward
Fourier transformation condenses a normal signal to a few frequency components by mutual cancellation, thus more sensitive to calculation error. Inverse Fourier transformation spreads few normal frequency components to signal, thus less sensitive to calculation error. These two Fourier transformations differ only by the sign of a constant. The subsequentially forward and inverse transformed signal can be compared with the original signal for overall calculation error.
These three algorithms are identified as "FFT", "Inv" and "Rev" respectively. In the left chart of Figure 3 , a perfect sine signal is round off to 0.1 precision to become the "C11 FFT Real Input" signal, which then undergoes "FFT" algorithm using "C11" policy. Because A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 16/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM the "C11 FFT Real Input" signal deviates from the perfect sine signal, its spectrum is expected to deviate from the analytical Fourier spectrum for the perfect sine signal. In the same manner, an analytical Fourier spectrum for a perfect sine signal is round off to 0.1 precision and then undergoes "Inv" algorithm using "C11" policy, to become the "C11 Inv Real Output" sine signal.
Evaluating Precision Round off Rule
As expected, the "C11 Inv Real Output" signal is much closer to the perfect sine signal than the "C11 FFT Real Input" signal is. The "C11 Inv Real Output" signal is compared with the perfect sine signal for calculation error. The "C11 Rev Real Output" sine signal is obtained by applying "Rev" algorithm on the "C11 FFT Real Input" signal, thus it is compared with the "C11 FFT Real
Input" signal for errors. The errors of these three algorithms are shown in the right chart of Figure   3 , together with those by "T11" and "X11" policies. Instead of jumping around 0, the errors of "T11" policy always bias towards one side, thus they are always equal to or larger than the corresponding errors of "C11" policy. Also because of this bias, the "X11" policy has only limited improvement over the "T11" policy, but always inferior to the "C11" policy. Thus, only "Cxx" policies are discussed further in this paper. In Figure 4 , the x-axis shows the calculation error by double type, the y-axis shows the error population normalized to the transform size 2 L , while the label shows the sine frequency, the input precision, the order of FFT calculation, and the maximal calculation error. The left and right charts respectively show the significand distributions of imaginary part of "FFT" calculation and real part of "Inv" calculation when the input data are as accurate as possible. It shows that the result errors increase with the amount of calculation indicated by increased FFT orders, and the error distributions depend strongly on algorithm itself, e.g., they are completely different for "FFT"
The Conventional Floating Point Calculation Error
and "Inv" algorithms.
Such error distributions are not limited to calculations of precise inputs. Figure 5 shows result error distributions for 0.1 input precision. Its left chart is somewhat similar to that of Figure 4 except that the result errors are 10 15 fold larger, which is proportional exactly to the difference of input precisions, e.g., for 15 order calculation, the maximal result error is about 10 3 fold of the maximal input precision in both cases. Its right chart is identical to that of Figure 4 because the two input data becomes identical after normalization. Otherwise, similar correlation between input precision and output calculation error is expected, as suggested by interval arithmetic [12] [13]. So the results of conventional floating point calculations contain hidden errors related to input precisions.
The Precision Arithmetic Calculation Error
A perfect sine signal undergoes faithful FFT transformations of 3rd order using either double or "C11" precision type and <math.h>. The following shows the two Fourier spectra: The original data in both cases have fixed accuracy and variable precision between 10 -16 and 10 -32 , but due to data interaction during calculation, the transformed data have precision around 10 -16 . Because of this convergence of precision, the precision fine tune rule is expected to have large effect on actual error tracking. By padding zero during normalization process [9] [10] [11] , the above conventional floating point calculation appears more precise than it actually is. In fact, the result from the conventional floating point calculation contains error at 2 -51 , which is within the result precision range of the precision calculation.
The error of a precise type is characterized by:
• Significand error for individual precise value: It is the error in significand when the true value is round off to the precision of the precise value.
• Using precision arithmetic, the extent of error propagation in significand depends on its policy. Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the significand error distributions for "FFT" and "Rev" algorithms using either "C10" or "C11" or "C01" policies with smallest possible input precisions. In arithmetic. In any algorithm using any policy, the stable distribution of the calculation errors beyond the least significant bit of significand follows a straight line when the population is drawing in logarithm scale, suggesting exponential distribution, which is expected from incremental propagation nature of calculation errors. The "C01" policy is more aggressive than either "C10" or "C11" policies in error tracking, so it allows less error propagation in significand. The difference between accurate and numerical results of precision calculation is described as uncertainty, which is mostly due to the values of output precisions, rather than the errors in output significands. When the precision fine tune rule tracks error propagation in significand more aggressively, it raises the precisions more frequently, so that the output precisions increase more quickly while error ratio is kept lower. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows such relation between error ratio and output uncertainty of different precision policies. Their left charts show that with increased FFT order, both error ratios and average output uncertainties increase until stabilized, while their right charts show the variation of these two values for the same amount of calculations due to difference in input data. In Figure 10 , the output precisions provided by interval arithmetic [12] [13] are several order-of-magnitudes larger than those by precision arithmetic, and they increases exponentially with the FFT order, rather than linearly for this linear algorithms [4] .
Although the errors of conventional floating point arithmetic are smaller than the uncertainties of precision arithmetic, they are always clueless true errors, and their distributions are very specific to algorithm, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . The above properties of error tracking by the precision policies are not limited to input data of smallest precision. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that the error distributions of "Rev" calculation of different input precisions using either "C10" or "C01" policies are all along a same exponential distribution for each policy. Because all three algorithms do not distinguish real and imaginary parts of input data in their algorithm execution, a good error tracking policy should track the error propagation in these two parts with similar effects, regardless of the input data. This is the case for "C01" policy, as shown in Figure 12 , but not the case for "C01" policy, as shown in Figure 11 . In this respect, "C01" is the better policy. The faithful discrete Fourier spectrum of a perfect sine signal is iN/2 at the frequency, while it is N/2 for a perfect cosine signal. Thus, the major dataflow of a perfect sine A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 23/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM signal during the execution of either "FFT" or "Inv" algorithm is crossover between real and imaginary parts, which is just opposite from that of a perfect cosine signal. Still, using "C01" policy, the error distributions of either algorithm are statistically identical for either real or imaginary data, as shown by the strong similarity between Figure 12 and Figure 13 . This is another numerical proof of data independence of "C01" policy in tracking errors. If this independence is generally true, the error characteristics of an algorithm using "C01" policy can be found by a simple case of known result, and then applied to all other cases for the algorithm. There is perhaps an underlying mechanism for the superiority of "C01" policy. Without using precision fine tune rule, the error propagation in significand is much faster in imaginary part of "FFT" calculation of a sine signal. The difference decreases in "C10" or "C11" calculations, and disappear in "C01" calculations, as shown by Figure 14 , which uses maximal significand errors to indicate the degrees of error propagation. Detailed study of Figure 14 shows differences in error tracking mechanisms of the two policies. The degrees of error propagation are same for any of the algorithms using "C01" policy, suggesting that the error tracking has reached equilibrium quickly in all the algorithms. On the other hand, the degrees of error propagation using "C10" type is larger in "FFT" algorithm than that in "Inv" algorithm, in accordance with theoretical larger native error accumulation in "FFT" calculation, suggesting insufficient tracking. The "Rev" calculation measures accumulative calculation errors of both "FFT" and "Inv" calculations, so its degrees of error propagation in significand are expected to be larger than those of either calculation in this progressive situation of the "C10" calculations. However, Figure 14 shows that using "C10" policy the "Rev" significand errors are actually smaller than their counterparts in A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 24/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM either "FFT" or "Inv" calculations. It seems that using "C10" or "C11" policy, the calculation error can not only increase by accumulation, but also decrease by mutual cancellation during a reverse algorithm. The reason for this similarity to affine arithmetic [15] [16] is still not clear at the moment.
Error Characterization of Algorithm
Figure 15: Error ratio and degradation ratio of different algorithms by "C01" precision type.
The ratio of average output precisions to average input precisions is defined as degradation ratio of an algorithm. In addition to the stability of error distribution, both error ratio and degradation ratio are stable for each algorithm using "C01" policy regardless of input precisions, as shown in Figure 15 . The abnormal increase of degradation ratio below 10 -11 input precision for the "Inv" algorithm in Figure 15 is probably due to the bit limit on significand when the single frequency-component is spread to construct the entire sine signal. Such increase also happens to the "Inv" algorithm using interval arithmetic due to the bit limit [13] on significand of 64-bit IEEE floating point type.
Both error ratio and degradation ratio has simple and clear meaning. Suppose data is processed by a series of different algorithms, each of which has known error ratio e[i] and degradation ratio d [i] . Conceptually, the combined error ratio and degradation ratio for the series is: As shown by Figure 15 , error ratio seems to obey (4.21) statistically, e.g., at each input precision, the error ratio of "Rev" algorithm are slightly larger than that of "Inv" algorithm when the error ratio of "FFT" algorithm is much smaller. Although correctly lying between those of "FFT"
and "Inv" algorithms, the degradation ratio of "Rev" algorithm calculated by (4.22 ) is about one order-of-magnitude smaller than the actual value at each input precision. This discrepancy is probably due to the averaging of precisions in defining the degradation ratio. Among input data, if those with larger precisions have larger contribution to the error accumulation, the current definition will give a smaller-than-expected theoretical value. As an algorithm-independent and easily measurable value, it is actually not important for the currently defined degradation ratio to satisfy (4.22) strictly, because it has an important role of rejecting meaningless calculation result, as described in the following. If an algorithm has a constant error ratio and a constant degradation ratio, when the algorithm is repeated, each iteration increases the precisions by a degradation ratio fold, while retains the same error ratio. This characterization of repeating an algorithm is confirmed by Figure 16 at input precisions smaller than 10 -9 . The deviations of error ratio and degradation ratio from their respective normal values at larger input precisions deserve closer look. The following From the above table and Figure 16 , when the average output precision is comparable to the amplitude of the original sine signal, the error ratio for "Rev" algorithm starts to deviate from the normal value, and then suddenly drops to zero with larger input precision. Exactly at the same time, the degradation ratio deviates from its normal value as well. The error accumulation makes significands gradually smaller, until become frequently 1-bit significance across the board, to upset the error tracking mechanism.
Conventionally, to reject meaningless result due to error accumulation, calculation result is evaluated by compared with the expected order-of-magnitude estimation from simplified models
[5] [6] . However, if the algorithm is complicated, regressive, dispersive, or evolutionary over long period of time, a reliable estimation of order of magnitude is very difficult or even impossible, so that qualification of calculation results is an intrinsic problem of conventional floating point arithmetic. Because degradation ratio of an algorithm can be measured simply in real time without any knowledge of the true result, compared with the normal value of the algorithm, it can be used independently as an indicator to reject meaningless calculation result due to error accumulation using precision arithmetic.
Validate the Precision Arithmetic by a Non-Linear Recurrence Algorithm
Containing Random Process
The Algorithm
The sine function is accurately calculated in [0, π/2], as:
Once calculated, φ 0 [n] can be extended to any integer value of n by trigonometric symmetry.
From the following trigonometric relation: 
Of (5.5) and (5.6) , the one which has smaller absolute value of denominator is chosen each time, to accelerate error accumulation. φ j [n] is compared with φ 0 [n] for calculation errors. Figure 17 shows that the error distributions of the recurrence calculation are a same exponential distribution, regardless of input precisions and recurrence counts statistically. The only exception may be at recurrence count less than 3. Figure 18 shows that both error ratio and degradation ratio for the algorithm are independent of input precisions statistically. The error ratio reaches a stable value after 3 recurrences, similar to how it reaches a stable value with the increased order of "Rev" calculation in Figure 9 . The degradation ratio increases exponentially with the recurrence count, similar to how it increases exponentially with the repeat count of the "Rev" algorithm in Figure 16 . While the "Rev" algorithm is linear and deterministic, the recurrent algorithm is nonlinear and random. So, it is quite amazing to see that error distributions in significand, error ratios, and degradation ratios using the precision arithmetic all behave in exactly the same way in these two highly different cases. Perhaps it is a general property of error Degradation ratio of calculation using interval type.
The Result
The normalized average error of conventional floating point calculation is defined as the ratio of average output errors when compared with accurate result to average input precisions. This definition is directly comparable with the degradation ratio defined previously. In contrast with its linearly increase with the FFT order in Figure 10 , Figure 19 left shows that the normalized average error of the recurrence calculation increases exponentially with recurrence count, confirming that this algorithm is indeed nonlinear [4][5] . A comparison of Figure 18 right and Figure 19 left shows that the degradation ratio covers tightly the normalized average error, suggesting the effectiveness of the precision error tracking strategy in this nonlinear situation.
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When a pseudo random sequence is used for both processes, such stops very often happen at either exactly the same time for both arithmetic, or very close to each other. Thus, precision arithmetic and interval arithmetic seem equivalent statistically for this nonlinear algorithm.
However, the calculation involved in precision arithmetic is much less than that in interval arithmetic and the precision arithmetic is thus better in this respect. In numerical integration, the function is divided into a sequence of abscissas, and the finer the division, the closer the sequence of abscissa to the real function thus theoretically more accurate result. However, finer division also means larger amount of calculation, and possibly larger round off error due to numerical nature of the calculation. 
Validate the Precision Arithmetic by Integral and Derivation
Integral
Derivation
In brutal force derivation, the derivation value of each abscissa is calculated as the value difference of its two neighboring abscissas. When the abscissa division is fine enough, the uncertain ranges of the two neighboring abscissas and the value difference all approach equal values. Since the two uncertain ranges are independent of each other, the result uncertain range equally spaced abscissas, as shown in Figure 21 right. Because the uncertain range of the difference is the sum of uncertain ranges of each neighboring abscissa, the accuracy estimation by interval arithmetic is about 0.5, as shown in Figure 21 right, which represents a small overestimation of the result uncertain range. The accuracy of precision arithmetic is its significand integer value, which hops between 0 and 1, as shown in Figure 21 right. Unlike previous algorithms, the above derivation algorithm is characterized by very small intrinsic accuracy and very few arithmetic operations. In this case, interval arithmetic seems better than precision arithmetic because the former provides a stable answer which is not far from the true answer, while the latter encounters its limitation.
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Conclusion and Discussion
The precision arithmetic seems able to track the calculation error propagation beyond the least significant bit of significand according to exponential distribution, and to avoid meaningless results due to calculation error accumulation by increasing result precisions appropriately. The "C01" policy seems to be the best error tracking policy overall, which (1) only allows error propagation beyond the least significant bit of significand by a small algorithm-specific constant probability called error ratio; and (2) relates output precisions and input precisions by an algorithm-specific constant fold called degradation ratio. The "C01" precision arithmetic seems independent of input precision, input data, nature and repetition of the algorithms. Because the error tracking policy of precision arithmetic is not in any way specific for any algorithm or any error modeling, it should be a generic error tracking method. The precision arithmetic has shown its advantages to both conventional floating arithmetic and interval arithmetic in representative cases in (1) basic arithmetic operations; (2) a set of most widely used linear algorithms; and (3) a nonlinear recurrence algorithm containing random process.
Many important questions remain unanswered at this moment:
(1) Can the precision arithmetic track calculation error faithfully and generically? This question can only be answered when the precision arithmetic is tested by much more algorithms which have known accurate solutions for a series of inputs. Using only a few representative algorithms, this paper just provides a proof of concept.
(2) How to find the normal error ratio and degradation ratio for an algorithm theoretically?
Although the result of error tracking by precision arithmetic appears statistical, the process is actually also deterministic, e.g. even the results of "C10" and "C11" policies appear indistinguishable statistically, substituting their precision fine tune rules by a random process of precision increment with 1/4 probability will obtain quite different results. By advancing precision rationally according to the carry of the least significant bits for each operation, the "C10" policy was originally thought to be best in limiting calculation error to the least significant bit of significand, but it leaks too much due to its statistical nature. On the other hand, "C01" policy is A New Floating Point Arithmetic with Error Tracking Capability 33/37 8/14/06 10:18 AM not as rational 3 , but it has the best result. The equivalence provided by "C11" policy and the improvement provided by "C01" policy suggest that the current understanding of the error tracking mechanism of the precision arithmetic is far from enough, and perhaps better policies are waiting to be discovered. How to model this error tracking arithmetic remains a challenge.
Thus, this paper only presents a preliminary attempt to track, limit, and reject floating point calculation errors by modifying the representation and the operation rules of conventional floating point arithmetic. More serious researches are required.
